Total Connect™ Comfort Brings Auto Demand Response (ADR) Programs Home

The Total Connect Comfort with ADR product is an integrated demand response (DR) platform that enables users to see the results of their actions in real time. Customers can increase comfort, convenience and control of their home energy use while you seamlessly manage peak demand. Total Connect Comfort with ADR is a simple residential solution that enhances control and information for both you and your customers.

The Power of Experience
Honeywell technology has been installed in more than 150 million homes, 10 million buildings and thousands of industrial sites around the world. Honeywell has one of the most successful track records, deploying utility DR programs with a footprint of more than 2 million residential demand response customers across dozens of utilities worldwide — and we’re growing. Our services include call center support, direct install services, marketing collateral and outreach, IT integration services, rebate processing, trade ally management and more.

Customer Benefits:
- **Proven Wi-Fi Thermostat** — A simple connection to the home's existing wireless system enables remote access and automatic software updates.
- **Top-Rated Mobile App** — At work, on vacation, or simply on the sofa, customers can manage their thermostats remotely.
- **Precise Comfort Control** — Maintains consistent comfort to a high level of accuracy. Remotely adjust fan controls.
- **Change/Check Reminders** — High/low temperature alerts, service filter, batteries, etc.

Utility Benefits:
- **Secure and Integrated DR Platform** — Our technology communicates on the OpenADR 2.0a platform that provides utilities with scalable, reliable DR capabilities, including load projections, participant and event management, reporting and analytics, and systems integration.
- **Improved Customer Engagement** — Enhance customer satisfaction by offering programs that provide homeowners true benefits and fit into their mobile lifestyles. Our seamless customer recruitment, enrollment and installation services make it easier for customers to participate.
- **Increased Load Shed** — Operators have access to advanced analytics that help optimize DR programs and promote increased verifiable load shed.
- **Transparency** — Reliable, two-way messaging infrastructure provides enhanced communication and reporting capabilities.

*Among apps with at least 100 reviews, the Honeywell Total Connect Comfort app quickly gained popularity to become the top-rated thermostat app in Google Play™ and iTunes®. November 2012.

Control Your Energy Future
You know Honeywell as a leading provider of innovative, smart thermostats, but you might not know about our experience working side-by-side with utilities, and that we helped invent the demand response technology of today. Our technology runs on the OpenADR 2.0a platform, allowing utilities to connect to our Wi-Fi enabled thermostats and increase curtailable load using advanced analytics and reporting capabilities to focus on certain geographic areas or asset-specific groups. At the while, your customers manage their participation and receive your communications with the highest rated mobile app on the iOS® and Android™ platforms*. The Total Connect Comfort app is free to download, enabling customers to control their thermostat from virtually anywhere.

Control Your Energy Future
Here’s what app users are saying:

*Alright!!! Feb 18, 2013
Thank you for v3.0 and the ability to edit the schedule. . .You have now made this app PERFECT!!! I absolutely love my Honeywell Wi-Fi thermostat and WILL recommend it to everyone!!

*Works as advertised! May 14, 2013
I have had this app for a week and I am very happy with how it works. It has a very easy to use interface. I would recommend it to anyone who wants to exercise more control over the cost of heating and cooling.
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